MEASURING
THE SUCCESS
OF ACTIVITY
BASED WORKING
A PILOT PROGRAM WITHIN SYDNEY’S BLACKTOWN
HOSPITAL – TESTING THE OUTCOMES OF A FLEXIBLE
WAY OF WORKING, BEFORE A ROLL-OUT TO THE
WIDER HEALTH DISTRICT

CASE STUDY

BEFORE
THE CHANGE

• 40% do not agree that the design of
their old workplace supports sharing
ideas/ knowledge with colleagues
• 62% do not agree that they have the
technology, tools and infrastructure
to work flexibly outside the office
• 50% of staff do not agree that their
old workplace is a place they are proud
to bring visitors to

90% of staff believe the
design of a workplace is
important however:

Outputs from Pre-move Survey

01
THE
BACK STORY

The population of Sydney’s
west is growing rapidly, and
Blacktown Hospital is expanding to
accommodate. Once construction is
complete, there will be an additional
two new buildings; the existing
building will be refurbished.

02
THE FUTURE
VISION

The local health district level (WSLHD)
has a vision for the region:
Better Health Services for the people of
Western Sydney and beyond.
As WSLHD considers the increasingly
complex needs of their people, and the
role that technology will play in the future,
they see the opportunity to reconsider how
their admin staff work, aligning better to
the district-wide vision.
It is decided that B2Hub, Blacktown
Hospital’s admin unit, will pilot a new,
flexible way of working for the entire
Western Sydney Health District. If the
pilot is successful, the new workstyle
will roll out throughout the district.

03
WHAT DOES
SUCCESS
LOOK LIKE?

In working with Veldhoen + Company,
B2Hub Executives define the following
measures of success.
If the new way of working is to be
adopted, it must deliver on these:
• a greater sense of connection
• enhanced flexibility
• enhanced efficiency and innovation
• a workplace that supports what staff do

without dependence on where they do it
• an enjoyable workplace that staff are
proud of

04
THE
CHALLENGE

• Due to the growing population and the aging population
of the region, the new workplace strategy must make
provision for greater resourcing and an overall different,
multidiscipline approach to patient care.
• Historically, Blacktown Hospital has had trouble
attracting/retaining clinical staff. This is an opportunity
to create an aspirational way of working and an inspiring
environment to offer the younger generation of clinicians
a career destination. However it requires a consistent
vision and ‘buy-in’ from all levels of the organisation.
• Where is the hard evidence that a new way of
working works? There is a general cynicism about
it amongst staff and therefore resistance to
the change.

05
THE
JOURNEY

THE JOURNEY

PHASE — 1 & 2
Over a period of five months, V+C worked with Blacktown
Executive Team to define aspirations and with Admin Unit
staff to explore how the new physical, virtual and behavioural
environments might support the district’s vision and the aspirations.
On completion of Phase 1+2, V+C delivered a set of briefs for
the architect and IT designer, with a change plan to be used by
the change management team. These functional briefs covered
topics such as zoning, spatial requirements, collaborative settings,
enabling behaviours, and more.

Workshops with leaders
to align on what way of
working could achieve

Data collection
• Utilisation Study
• Workstyle Survey

2x interactive
workshops with
employees to explore
and define how an activitybased workplace can best
serve them to meet
their work outcomes

Co-created Change
approach with
project team

Delivery of Physical Brief
& Collaborated on
Virtual brief with third
party IT provider

THE JOURNEY

PHASE — 3
The core purpose of Phase 3 is to support staff in changing their
mindsets from their current way of working to the new, activity
based, way of working.
V+C’s believe that a successful implementation relies significantly
on authentic engagement by the people making the change to the
new way of working. Therefore, the emphasis in this phase was
building ownership of the new workstyle by Blacktown Hospital,
and building internal capability to manage the change beyond the
move, and beyond the conclusion of this program of work.

V+C work with
Blacktown Hospital to
co-create, develop and
facilitate training to make
new ways of working
a success

V+C facilitate a
refresher session and
1:1 coaching so Senior
Leaders can operate as
all-important change
sponsors

V+C provide examples
and support to ensure that
staff are well-informed and
any anxiety felt towards
the move is minimised

PHASE — 4
MAY 2017

Observation
assessment

Post-Move
Survey

B2Hub Pilot Opens

Post-Move
Utilisation
Study

In November, six months after the move, the pilot is assessed
through a number of interventions and considered against the
measures of success.

Focus Groups
Project Team
+ Town Hall
Presentation
of outcomes

06
THE
RESULTS

THE RESULTS

GREATER SENSE
OF CONNECTION

94% agree that the new workplace
supports them in sharing ideas and
knowledge with colleagues
“It’s great being able to work uninterrupted
and having access to senior leaders and
other work colleagues”
“We don’t work in silos anymore”
“There is improved collaboration and
team spirit”
“Post-move utilisation study shows
fewer people doing Individual Work
in the B2Hub”
Outputs from Post-move Survey and
Focus Groups

THE RESULTS

FLEXIBILITY
AND MOBILITY

89% believe that increasing flexibility +
mobility is B2Hub primary function
According to Survey, 100% are working
more digitally. Network speeds are the
greatest barrier to working digitally
“Paper independence has been hugely
successful ”
“Now that I am more mobile and flexible in my
work, I have become much more efficient”

Outputs from Post-move Survey and
Focus Groups

THE RESULTS

INNOVATION

“The leaders in the B2Hub walk the talk
and are real role models for Activity
Based Working”
“There are more minds that you can approach
for help. It creates a prompt to speak to
people because they are right there”

Outputs from Focus Groups

THE RESULTS

EFFICIENCY

“The Town Hall meetings are a great way
to get together, share information and
make decisions”
“Working with people has dramatically
improved productivity, being able to see
them face to face”

Outputs from Focus Groups

THE RESULTS

ENJOYABLE
PLACE TO WORK

100% of respondents of the
post-move survey agree that
B2Hub creates an enjoyable
place to work in and a place
they are proud to bring visitors
84% believe it enables them to
work more productively

Outputs from Post-move Survey

THE RESULTS

ROOM FOR
IMPROVEMENT
STILL…

• The behaviour of users in transit can be
disruptive
• People doing activities in inappropriate
zones
• Focus spaces too accessible to others
• At times there is low utilisation of space

Outputs from Post-move Survey and
Focus Groups

DID IT
SUCCEED?
Original aspirations

Outputs from Focus Groups

• a greater sense of connection
• enhanced flexibility
• enhanced efficiency and innovation
• a workplace that supports what staff do
• without dependence on where they do it
• an enjoyable workplace that staff are proud of
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DID IT
SUCCEED?

The pilot was considered a great success.
WSLHD has gone on to implement new
ways of working in the following hospitals:
• O3Hub
• E2Hub
• Blacktown Hospital Central acute
services building
• Westmead Hospital Central acute
services building
• Merrylands Community Health Centre
• Westmead Hospital Library
• University of Sydney Faculty of Dentistry

CURIOUS?
Watch this video to see more https://youtu.be/UKzQkSa4Yt4
Or, if you want to know more about true ABW and
what Veldhoen + Company can do for your organisation,
please contact Millie or Gijs to organise a consultation.

Millie Letori
e — millie@veldhoencompany.com
t — +61 422 078 671
Gijs Nooteboom
e — gijs@veldhoencompany.com
t — +61 499 553 608

